TRAVEL-DIARY
mucus and dirt. They scuffled silently for the scraps we
threw them, nearly overbalanced by the huge drum-bel-
lies which are due to enlarged spleen. The grown men
looked on, smiling and commenting, from behind. Our oc-
casional accidents with the chop-sticks—we are now get-
ting comparatively skilful—amused them greatly.
Chiang questioned everybody but could get very little
definite news. The fighting, most people seemed to think,
was going on just north of Han Chwang, where the rail-
way line crosses the Grand Canal. We could certainly push
on as far as Li Kwo Yi, and spend the night there. Then
we should be able to visit the trenches next day, on foot.
Here, in Liu Chuan, they had heard the guns very plainly
during the night. But now there wasn't a sound.
Liu Chuan was full of soldiers but we met no troops on
the road beyond—only an occasional army lorry and
groups of refugee peasants going south, laden with sacks.
The low empty hills crowded in; we climbed slowly to the
top of a shallow, stony pass. Here and there, in the middle
distance, we saw a sentry posted at some vantage-point
which commanded the windings of the track. The railway
was no longer visible; it had curved away to the east.
Once, very faintly, I fancied I heard the boom of a gun.
From the top of the pass the view opened. We were
looking down the slopes to Li JCwo Yi, with the Grand
Canal beyond, and the valley where Han Chwang must
lie: not a shot to be heard, not a puff of smoke to be seen
—the meadows still and peaceful in the afternoon sun,
the blossom beginning on the hill-sides and, in the dis-
tance, a blue range of mountains, Auden made me laugh
by saying thoughtfully; 6I suppose if we were over there
we'd be dead.'
From here we looked down on War as a bird might—
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